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Cool Threadless T-Shirts Now in the UK only at Tizarre!

Threadless community makes art on t-shirts for men and women. Threadless will be reached in
peace of mind from Tizarre now!

London (PRWEB UK) 29 December 2012 -- Tizarre introduces the UK well-known t-shirt brands and coolest
graphic tees. At Tizarre.com, UK's online t-shirt boutique, hundreds of funny t-shirts can be found. As the
offical stockist, in Tizarre.com, many lovemarks from Threadless to Design by Humans are in stock. Now, it is
so easy to browse and shop world's coolest t-shirts under the umbrella of Tizarre.

Tizarre knows how it was struggling to buy those funky Threadless t-shirts. There were international shipping
costs, custom duties and taxes. Most of all, customers were waiting cool tee shirts for ages. Shipment was being
tracked everyday: "Ohh what, it has been two weeks but it is still in the US".

Now, the superhero Tizarre arrived to bring t-shirt lovers' life convenience and some eccentricity. Those
eccentric t-shirts will be delivered with Tizarre's Eccentric Service. Tizarre knew that free returns was not
enough to make tee lovers happy. Then, Tizarre put 'free delivery on orders over £50' into the eccentric service.
Yeap, that was not enough though. Ok then, how about that; same day dispatch, "gimme 5%" offer or 10%
student discount, 20% off + free shipping for every £100 spent and 15% off if you are the lucky subscriber.

And, the matter is; having those cool t-shirts in peace of mind is priceless...

Additionally, Tizarre knows that awkward feeling when seeing a lovely t-shirt 50% cheaper just after a
customer bought it. It makes buyers feel like a dump, stupid, cheated... Tizarre never cuts the prices, gives
discount coupons or makes big sale parties; without a cause. It should be known that a t-shirt will never be seen
cheaper in Tizarre. The only exception is the offers that Tizarre gives after an action; sharing the product,
attending the competitions or being a lucky subscriber... Tizarre believes that it makes shopping funnier while
giving discounts. The offers are being announced on Tizarre's social sites, website and blog.
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Contact Information
Tizarre Ambulance Team
ambulance@tizarre.com
http://www.tizarre.com
07403401230

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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